In this payer the problem of optimal rejection of bounded persistent disturbances is solved in the case of linear discrete-time periodic systems. The solut,ion consists of solving an equivalent time invariant st.andard optimization problem subject to an additional constraint. This constraint assures the causality of the resulting periodic controller. By the duality theory, t.he problem is shown to be equivalent to a linear programming problem, which is no harder than the st,anclard P probleni.
Introduction
The study of periodically time varying systems is a topic of growing research. In [8] an equivalence between m-inpiit, poutput, linear, Nperiodic, discrete systems and a class of discrete linear time invariant systems was established. Namely, this class consists of niN-input, p Noutput, linear time invariant (LTI) systems with z transforms P( z ) such that P( 0 ) is a block lower triangular matrix. This equivalence is strong in the sense that it preserves the algebraic structure (isomorphisni) and the nonil (isometry). Hence, we can effectively use the theory of LTI systems to study periodic ones. In fact, the authors in [8] use this equivalence to prove that although the performance is not improved , periodic coinpensators for LTI plants offer significant advantages in terms of robustness. Moreover, they argue that the optimal (in l 2 to P-sense) conipensator for a N-periodic system is N-periodic. Indeed, as it is proved in [I] the above argument is true also in the worst case I" to I -sense.
Hence, it can be easily inferred that the optinial controller for the N-periodic system can be obtained by solving the equivalent LTI problem. This problem however, includes a constraint on the optimal LTI coIiipensator p ( z ) , namely p ( 0 ) should be lilock lower triangular so that C' corresponds to a causal N-periodic controller. It is exactly this prolileni we approach in this paper in an optimal C" to C" sense. The unconstrained problem is solved in [2] . In [2] the problerii is transforirirrl to a tractable linear prograniniing prohleni. via duality theory. In this paper, wc show that the saiiie approach can lie extended. In section 2 wc present sotlie mathernatical prcliininaries together with some hackground on periodic systeiii\. In section 3 t h e prolileni is defined ant1 in wrtiori 4 we present the solution in the CiisC' whrn t h~ matrices 11, I' in the paranie! rizat ion H liQ1' of all stable feasible input-output maps [ll] , are square. This is done by following two approaches. Finally, in section 5 we summarize and draw conclusions.
Notation and Preliminaries
In this paper the following notation is used: tmxn : The normed linear space of all m x n matrices H each of whose entries is a right sided, absolutely summable real sequence Hij = ( H i j ( k ) ) g o . The We will often drop the m and n in the above notation when the dimension is not imporhnt or when it is clear from the context. Also, subscripts on the norms are dropped when there is no ambiguity. 
'-S :
The left annihilator of S C X .
(z,z*) : The value of the bounded linear functional x* at point x E X.
We now present some facts that are used in this paper. First, we invoke the following from PI : Fact 2.1 Every linear functional on thx, is representable uniquely in the form where I.' = (1:j) E e :,,
Hence, ( e; , , ) * = !?E,,. I t can be also shown that (ch,,)* = l k , , where the linear functionals are defined as above.
Next, we give some background on periodic systems following [8] . 
fAN = ANf
Let W represent the isomorphism w : !,"?e -+ e;;
... Suppose in addition, that f is finite dimensional. In [l] it is shown that we can obtain a doubly coprime factorization (dcf) of f by ohtaining a dcf of the lifted system F. The key observation in [l] is that the factors of F obtained using the standard formulas in [6] possess the property of being lower triangular at z = 0. Hence, since L is an isomorphism, we can obtain a, dcf of f , the factors being the images of the inverse map of the lifted LTI factors of F ; therefore N periodic. In summary we have: (1, ; : 
Problem Definition
The standard block diagram for the disturbance rejection problem is depicted in Figure 1 .
In this figure , Pp denotes some fixed linear causal N-periodic plant, C, denotes a time varying coinpensat.or (not necessarily periodic), and the signals w, v, y, and U are defined as follows: w , exogenous disturbance; U , signals to be regulated; y, measured plant output; and U, control inputs to the plant. Let T,, represent t.he resulting map from w to v for a given compensator Cp. Our objective can be now stated as:
Find C, such that the resulting closed loop system is stable and also the induced norm llTvwll over E" is minimized.( OBJ)
In the sequel we show that this problem can be turned to an equivalent LTI problem . For this purpose , consider the same problem as defined above, for the lifted plant P = L(Pp) and let p, , denote the map from @ = W w to ij = Wv.
Then it is well known [ll, 5 , 10, 41 that all the feasible maps are given as pWw = H -UQ V where H , U, V E C T I and Q E CTV. Moreover, H , U, V are determined by P. Now, the following lemma shows the aforementioned equivalence. 
Problem Solution
In this section, we solve the problem (OPT) in the case when U and V are square matrices. We refer to this case as the square case. The nonsquare case is more complicated and is treated elsewhere. ( 0 ) with indices (Zj,mj) that has to equal 0 (i.e. the elements that are not in the block lower triangular portion of Q ( 0 ) ) as follows: we pick R j ( 0 ) to have the same dimension with Q ( 0 ) and also to have all its entries but one equal to zero. The non-zero entry is taken to equal to one and its indices are precisely the ones that correspond to j (i.e. 
Example
Consider an optimization problem in a 2-periodic single-input single-output sys ten1 with the equivalent LTI problem being as follows:
such that Q(0) is lower triangular, where H = -( o 1 0 , ) , U -= ' ( ; ;"). ' We first solve the unconstrained problem following [2] :
The basis for the functionals that annihilate S, = {UQ : Q E C ' } consists of the following: 
p5)
Also, ) ) @ ) / , I = 1. 5 First, note that the optimal Q obtained for the constrained case does have the lower triangular structure at z = 0. Also, notice that the optimal performance is (as expected) worse in the constrained case than in the unconstrained one. Moreover, we demonstrate that if we just "project" Qu so that it corresponds to a causal periodic controller we do not necessarily obtain optimal per for inance : Let Qup denote the causal projection of Qu i.e. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the solution to the problem of optimal 1.. to la disturbance rejection in periodic systems when the problem is a square case one. We showed how we can simply extend the method in [2] to obtain the solution. The key observation was that we can obtain a simple set of functionals to account for the constraint on Q ( 0) when considering the equivalent LTI problem. The case is even easier when there are no zeros at z = 0. We have shown that the complete solution involves a tractable linear programming problem.
